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Soul Science University Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Time is our most precious
resource. All we have in life is time. Often, we realize the importance of time only when there is little
of it left. Our greatest capital asset is our unexpired years of productive life. We can not influence
the supply of this resource. C.S. Lewis says, The future is something which everyone reaches at the
rate of sixty minutes an hour, whatever he does, whoever he is. This realization is not very easy to
come by. It is said that a wise person does at once, what a fool does at last. Both do the same thing;
only at different times. Henry Twells laments the passing away of time, When as a child I laughed
and wept, time crept. When as a youth I waxed more bold, time strolled. When I became a full-
grown man, time RAN. When older still I daily grew, time FLEW. Soon I shall find, in passing on, time
gone. So the bad news is time flies. But the good news is you re the pilot....
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This book is indeed gripping and fascinating. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am very easily will get a delight of reading a created pdf.
-- Albertha Cartwright-- Albertha Cartwright

These sorts of book is the perfect book accessible. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad advised
this book to find out.
-- Mr. Mustafa Sanford IV-- Mr. Mustafa Sanford IV
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